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The output I get from the PDF1 file of the data sheet is as follows: Some of the lines in the PDF file:
The white space which is not part of the note is just a character with no special meaning in PDF, but
since Adobe Acrobat and some other programs add line breaks to the PDF, this is why it seems as if
there are extra lines. A: What you see in the PDF-file is the output of the text flow into the viewer
(Adobe Acrobat/Reader on your computer/ mobile phone). This text is not rendered at all. You must
fix the text in the database instead and this will appear in the file. The steps: Create an inspection in
the database (first create the object, then open it) Select all data In the Inspect dialog, set Ouput,
then choose Embed the data inside the PDF as merged (this is done with a button in the Insert-
menu, or with right click). This should fix the whitespace and make your PDF file consistent. Ask
HN: Do you use a password manager? - lewisl9029 I used to have a password manager that synced
across my computers, but I lost it many years ago and I'm in the process of getting a new one.
Currently I just use LastPass, but what do you use? ====== coralreef No need for another
password manager if you're happy with LastPass. I use it with a'master password' and it's wonderful.
------ RampantLlama I did, until it stopped connecting to online accounts. My Chrome sync is
breaking so I'm restoring my last backup to a new URL. Password management is _way_ less secure
than I thought. ------ soneca I use 1Password. I think there are some useful features to add, but it is
lightweight and free. ------ SubiculumCode TACACS+ login. Q: multiplying the top left corner of a 2D
matrix with a vector? Given a 2D matrix (say m) of numbers, and a vector (b), is it possible to
multiply the top left corner of m by b without having to calculate the element at (m.rows(), m.cols()
+ 1)? A
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